Abstrac&-Although manj' energy efficient/conserving routing protocol3 have been proposed for wireless sensor networks, the concentration of data traffic towards a small number of base stations remains a major threat to the network lifetime. The main reason is that the sensor nodes located near a base station have to relay data for a large part of the network and thus deplete their batteries very quickly, The solution we propose in this paper suggests that the base station be mobile; in this way, the nodes located close to it change oyer time. Data collection protocols can then be optimized by taking both base station mobility and multi-hop routing into account. We fitst study the fotmer, and conclude that the best mobility strategy consists in following the periphery of the network (we assume that the sensors are deployed within a circle). We then consider jointly mobility and routing algorithms in this case, and show that H better routing strategy uses a combination of round routes and short paths. We provide a detailed analytical model for each of our statements, and corroborate it with simulation results. We show that the obtained improvement in terms of network lifetime is in the order of 500'7~.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many communication protocols for energy conservation in wireless sensor networks have been proposed recently. These include, among others, energy conserving routing (e.g., [ll, [21, VI, [4l), topology control (e.g., PI, [61, [71, [SI) and clustering (e.g., [9] , [lo] , [I 11, [121) . Although all these protocols achieve their optimization goals under certain conditions, they always focus on the sensor nodes. ' We will show that further improvements on the lifetime of sensor networks can be achieved if we shift our focus to the behavior of base
stations.
We observe that, as data traffic must be concenuated towards a small number ( ' In chis paper, the words sensor. femur node and no& arz used interchangeably.
conserving protocols does not directly lead to load balancing in the whole network. Using a simple analytical model, we will show how unevenly the load is distributed within a network. As a result, those bottleneck nodes around base stations deplete their batteries much faster than other nodes and. therefore. their lifetime upper bounds the lifetime of the whole network.
Intuitively speaking, the load of sensor nodes can be more balanced if a base slation changes its position from time to time. Although a base station is usually assumed to be static, it can become mobile thanks to the advance made in the field of robotics [131. 1141. In this paper, taking a mobile base station into account, we investigate the problem of loadbalanced data collection in wireless sensor networks. The idea is to make use of existing multi-hop routing protocols and to achieve further improvements in terms of network lifetime by exploiiing the base station mnabilip. Since multi-hop routing i s used, our solution does not significantly affect latency and is thus different from the mobile reluy approach [151, [161. Using our analytical model, we first show that the load distribution becomes much more even, with only an arbitrary mobility trajectory of the base station. These analytical results suggest that, in addition to routing, mobility (of base stations) does help to optimize the network lifetime. Considering jointly the mobility and routing strategies! we propose data collection protocols that further balance the load. Finally, we perform simulations to validare the analytical model and to quantify the lifetime elongation compared with sensor networks with a static base station.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 11 states the problem and the network model, Section III analyzes sensor networks with a static base station and with a base station moving arbitrarily. Section IV refines the problem definition. presents OUT joint mobility and routing strategy for data collection, and discusses implementation issues. Simulation resutts are provided in Section V. Section VI surveys related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We assume a relatively dense and strongly connected network that harvests data from the area covered by the network. The network consists of a set N of static sensor nodes and one base station that collects data from all nodes. We focus only on the communications between the nodes and the base station, whereas the communications between the base station and devices outside the network are out of the scope of this paper. We also assume that nodes arc distributed as a Poisson process with density p within a circle COR of center 0 and radius R. Each node sends data to the base station with a constant rate A. The overall energy for a node to receive and transmit a unit of data is E. The transmission and sensing ranges of all nodes are identical and fixed at T (1% << R). For simplicity, we assume an ideal load-balanced short path routing protocol (we refer to [4] for a profile of such protocols), and we do not consider data aggregation (e.g., [17], [IS]) when data are collected'. Fig. 1 illustrates this model. The model can be extended to cases where multiple base stations exist by dividing the network into several sections with one base station assigned to each. (i.e., the time when some area initially covered try the network is not sensed by any active node any more). The load of node n, load,, is the power that n consumes to transmit and receive data. It is obvious that the higher load, is, the shorter the lifetime of n is. The average load of n, load,, is an average over both a time period and a subset of nodes that are within the sensing range of n. The time average is necessary if the base station mobility (mobility hereafter) is inuoduced, since load,, becomes time-variant. And the geographical average makes sense due to our definition of network lifetime; whereas the quick loss of individual nodes bearing a high load may not lead IO the loss of coverage, a subset of nodes with a high average load do leave a coverage "hole" in the network after depleting their batteries all together. We also provide our definition of energy eficiency in order to clarify its relationship with the network lifetime: A protocol is energy efficient if it minimizes the accumulative energy consumption for fblfilling its task (e.g.. rmnimum-energy broadcast [211 
Constraints : specific to given strategies.
V n E A'
The intuition behind this formulation is that the network lifetime is roughly in inverse proportion to l o n d ,~, or the nelwork load. Existing solutions. when specifying the problem decision variables (or strategies) and constraints, only take routing suatepies into account. In this paper, we intend to show that. by considering jointly mobility and routing stralegies, one can yield a better solution to the problem. But before doing
this, we first demonstrate in the next section that mobility is indeed a strategy that deserves to be considered. Note that, in our proposal, the base stalion does not rely only on mobility to retrieve data from sensors (in opposition to the proposals in [IS]: [16] ); the data collection procedure continues through multi-hop routing wherever the base station stays.
T O MOVE OR NOT TO MOVE
In this section, we compare two cases. in one case, we locate the base station in a place where the most energy efficient data collection is achieved. In the other case, we require the base station to move in an arbitrary way. We analytically quantify the benefit in terms of network lifetime due to mobility, and thus show that mobility deserves to be a strategy for solving the problem specified by (1).
A. Networks with a Static Base Stafion
We first place the base station at its optimum location in terms of energy efficiency, then we show that the network lifetime is quite limited with this optimum base station position.
Clailit I :
The center of the circle COR is the optimum position for a base station in terms of energy efficient data collection.
Proox Let the base station be at E (ZB, Y E ) and consider an infinitesimal area S that measures da: x dy and is centered on (x,y), as shown in Fig. 2 . Given the Euclidean distance Load distribution with a centered static base station. We assume that the nodes around the base station use up their energy much faster than other nodes, because they have to forward a great amount of traffic flows even though their number is limited. Therefore, the network lifetime is upper bounded by the lifetime of these nodes. Also, when these nodes run out of batteries. the base station has no way to collect data any more (even though a large part of the network is still "alive"), because the network is partitioned. Finally. the loadN does not vary with different base station position, according to (2) with d < 'r. However, the centered position is optimum in terms of energy efficiency, as shown by Claim 1.
B. Nemlorks with a Moving Base Starion
over Intuitively time the speaking, role of "hot a moving spots" base (i.e., the station nodes can around distribute the base station): such that the load can be evened out. In this section, we prove that this intuition is indeed correct. Since the data collection procedure continues wherever the base station stays, (i) any departure of the base station from the center increases the worst-case latency (whose maximum value doubles compared with that in the case of centered static base station) and (ii) the moving speed is not essential to a mobility strategy.
We assume that the base station moves in such a way that if appears everywhere with the same frequency in the long run.
We could continue using the model in Section 111-A, but it would result in an extremely complex integral, which can only be computed through numerical methods and does not provide enough insight into the system performance. Therefore, we simplify the model in order to obtain a closed form expression. intuition is that all the traffic flows from both areas SI and S, have to go through nodes in area 5'2, which forms a "pressure" on those nodes. The (geographical) average power that a node in S2 spends to forward the data traffic can be calculated as Let us consider the power consumption of an arbitrary node n. an extended network lifetime (more than 3 times). We also provide simulation results for these two cases in Section V-A, which corroborate our analysis. In addition, the closed form expression (4) actually suggests that, given certain values for
A and E, there are two possibilities for further improvements: Reducing B for the hot spot (the center),
Reducing the network size characterized by R.
Note that reducing node density p does not help, because, according to Appendix 11, 6' increases when decreasing p.
Iv. JOINT MOBILITY AND ROUTING STRATEGY
In the previous section, we have shown that mobility helps to balance the load and prolong the network lifetime. This suggests that mobility is indeed a promising strategy to optimize the network lifetime. Now, we refine our problem definition of maximizing network lifetime as:
where M and R refer to mobility strategies and routing strategies, respectively. A traditional way of solving the problem with onIy routing taken into account is linear programming [l] , in which the routing constraints are actually flow conservation. However, since we add the mobility strategy, the size of the strategy space increases dramatically. Therefore, we only rely on the following heuristics to achieve a "better"
(but not necessarily the "best") solution to the problem: we first fix the routing strategy to short palh routing and search for the optimum mobility strategy, then based on the optimum mobility suategy, we search for a routing strategy that performs better than short path routing. The constraints are discussed separately for each strategy. We also explain the implementation issues at the end of this section.
A. Opfiinuni Mobility Strategy
We first fix the routing strategy and search for the optimum mobility strategy under the constraint that the base station
should not move out of the network region [otherwise it cannot collect data any more). At first glance, the strategy space of mobility is enormous because. the numher of trajectories that can be chosen is infinite. Fortunately, by defining periodic mobility as recunznl mvemenrs with a constanf period, we can first reduce the size of the strategy space by removing all aperiodic mobility strategies (i.e., mobility strategies that are not periodic within the network lifetime). In fact, this category of mobility strategies can always be considered as a periodic mobility whose period is the same as the network lifetime.
In addition, the following claim further limits our searching to periodic mobility suategies whose trajectories have rotation synmerg of all degrees around the network center (svtnmetric strategies hereafter for brevity and non-synrmetric strategies
Claim 2: For each non-symmetric strategy that achieves a network load h U d N , there exists one corresponding syfr"tric strategy that achieves a network load no larger than luud,v.
Proof: Let To in Fig. 7 (a) be the trajectory of an arbitrary non-symmetric mobility strategy, and let load^ be the network load achieved with TO, In order to obtain the symmetric strat- Transfomatlon from a non-symmetric mobility strategy to a symmetric one. egy corresponding to 3, we modify the trajectory in such a way that, after completing one period, the base station changes to another trajectory that rotates the previous one about the center with a A-/ angle. For example, upon completing %, the base station moves from point A to point B and then starts to move along 7hr, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . When AT -+ 0, the mobility strategy becomes an idenfical frequency movement' in the annulus S (i.e., the base station appears everywhere in S with the same frequency), which is a symmetric strategy. Note that the mobility strategy we considered in Section IIE-B is a special case of this category of strategies. Now, le1 us consider 'This movement does not necessarily follow the trajectory we suggest here or a random walk ( This claim actudly limits our search to two categories of mobility trajectories: movements on concentric circles and identical frequency movements in annuli, because they are the only symmetric strategies we can have within the network region. Finally. the following claim gives us the best mobility strategy we can have, under the condition of short path routing:
The optimum symmetric strategy is the one whose trajectory is circle COR (Le., the periphery of the network).
A formal proof is hard to achieve in this case, so we 
~~+ d c o s (~) .
the calculation of 12 depends on d = ln01. There are four cases that should be distinguished: Fig. %a) , Fig. 8(b Fig. S(c) Fig. 8(d) .
In the case of (i), 12 = RL -d2 sin2(y) -dcos(y). Possible situations where InBl < r have to be taken into account when R, --T 5 d < Rm. The frequency of such events is V / T , and the average load in that case can be calculated by (2) with d < r ; otherwise the integral is over [TO, 27r -yo]. The cases of (iii) and (iv) are different because y only varies within [TI, 27r -711 and the integration has two pans: a clockwise one and a counter-clockwise one, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . The calculation of the counter-clockwise inteoration is the same as (i). For the clockwise part. /2 = -vi RL -Gssin2(y) -dcos(y) and, in the case of (iii), possible situations where jnBI < T are treated in the same way as for (ii).
Assuming R = 10, T = 1, p : 8 /~. X = I, and E = 1, we compute load, with a numerical method. The results For Rm = 3: 5> 7, 10 are plotted in Fig. 9 , and the result in Calculation of load distribution with the mobility strategy on a in an annulus is a weighted average over movements on a set of concentric circles (e.g., the movement with R, E IO, 101 is roughly equivalent to a trajectory of R, = 6 ) , we know that circle COR is the optimum mobility strategy under the condition of short path routing. These results prove the correctness of Claiin 3. They also match the intuition we get from (4) ; the trajectory with R, = R maximizes the distance from the base station to the network center (which is always the hot spot), and thus minimizes the angle 8 for the center, which in turn minimizes load^. We validate this analysis by simulations in Section V-B.
B. "3errer" Roirting Strategy
According to (4) in Section 111-B: there are two ways to reduce the network load. In the previous section, we have already applied one of them (i.e., reducing 8) to achieve the optimum mobility strategy. So the only way to further reduce the network load is to decrease R. This implies a sacrifice of the network size, if only mobility strategy is considered. Fortunately, we still have another dimension of design strategy, i.e.. routing. By investigating the load distribution of networks with a mobile base station (e.g., Fig. 9 ), we find that the nodesxhat are near to the border of the network always take a lighter load than the nodes near the center. A "better" routing strategy should exploit the energy capacity of these nodes to compensate the energy consumption of the hot spots. Our heuristic on joint routing and mobility strategy is shown in approximations. a concentric circle of radius R, < R and an area between that circle and the periphery of the network (the grey annulus).
The base station only moves on the circle of radius R,. The routing constraints4 are such that the nodes within the inner circle still take the short routing path when transmitting data, whereas nodes in the annulus perform a two-step routing: the path first circles around the center 0 until it reaches OB (round routing hereafter). then it follows a short path to the base station. The direction of the round routing depends on the location of a node: clockwise on one side of the diameter OB and counterclockwise on the other side. The rationale behind this heuristic is that this joint strategy tends to achieve a better performance (i+e., a lower network load) by reducing the radius of the network section that applies short path routing (but not of the whole network) from R to k.
"Detailed constraints such as flow conservation could be applied for further optimization. but ne use only this "high level" specification. because the paper aims at demonstrating the benefit of mobility.
The same analysis in Section IV-A can apply for nodes located within the trajectory circle. Since the radius of this part has been reduced from R to R, . the maximum load of this part is approximately (R,/R)2 of the load^ achieved by the optimum mobility strategy (i.e., B,, = R), according to (4) . For nodes outside the trajectory circle. a different analysis should be made because those nodes do not apply short path routing. If we could characterize the load distribution for this part of the network, we would choose R,, in order to balance the load between these two network sections.
It is easy to model the load distribution if we omit the load incurred by the second routing step. The SI and S? for a node 71 in this case are shown in Fig. 10 . They have the same (radial) width w that is centered on n. The length of SI is dl$ + T -71, and the length of S, is always T . Note that we are using rectangles to approximate the areas of SI and S?, because w can be arbitrarily small. We can then estimate the averapc load of TZ with respect to the round routing as follows: (7) However, this model works only for d -R, > r. As we will see in Section V-C, the load distribution in the annulus /Rm -T , R, + 7-1 is hard to characterize, simply because, in reality, there is no clear demarcation between the two areas that apply different routing strategies. As a result, we have to rely on simulations to determine the radius R, of a trajectory circle that performs better than the optimum mobility strategy, Nevertheless, the analytical model still provides instructive information. We can compute by (7) that the load taken by nodes near the network periphery is about 17, given the assumption that R = 10, T = 1, p = 8/71, A = I, and E = 1. We also know that the maximum load of the inner network section is approximately (Rm/R)' of the loadN achieved by the optimum mobility strategy (which is about 23 from Fig. 9) . Therefore, R, should be within [S, 101: smaller vahes of R, would not lead to lower Eoadhr, because loadN 2 17.
C. Implementation issues
We now explain the implementation aspects of the aforementioned mobility and routing strategies. The explanations are expressed as the answers to four questions. 
27-
to note that, in order to achieve a balanced load distribution, the mobility period (i.e., the time to complete one round along a trajectory) should divide the network lifetime. This implies, in practice, a period much shorter than the lifetime.
2) HOW to achieve sliort path roiiting in the cast? of a mobile base station? We need to consider two cases:
a ) The base station perform a discrete movement whose trajectoy coincides with sensor locations: The routing is easy to achieve in this case, if there is a (loose) time synchronization among nodes. The base station itinerary (a discrete trajectory along with a time schedule) and the painvise routing path can be determined after the deployment hut before the operation of the network. As a result, each node knows the location of the base station at a given time and which routing path it should use to transmit data. Since the routing computation is performed offline, we can apply any sophisticated loadbalanced routing protocol for all nodes.
b) l3e base station pegform a continuous rnovemeni that follows rhe emct curve of a trajecruiy: The base station has to broadcast a data query whenever the network topology changes due to the mobility, in order to refresh the routing information of the nodes. This scheme does not necessarily bring extra overhead, because sensor networks with a static base station also need periodic query flooding [ 171 and because practicd routing protocols (e.g., MintRoute [29] ) apply a table-driven scheme. If the base station and the sensor nodes are locationaware (using GPS or other localization methods [30] , [31] , [32] ) and the base station announces its location to all nodes, building load-balanced routing path online is possible 141.
3) How M inipletnent the round routing? The trajectory based forwarding, proposed in [33] , 1341, provides a way to shape a routing path into a predefined curve. In our case, the curve is simply an arc parameterized by a radius and the coordination of its center. The location-awareness is necessary for sensor nodes that apply such a routing, which brings extra overhead and could potentially offset the benefit of our joint strategy. Therefore, a careh1 design based on field testing is needed.
)
What if the nenvork region is not circular? The periphery mobility strategy can be conjectured as being (at least) nearly optimum, because it could be the best way to disperse the traffic flows, Note that this strategy also has a practical significance: certain applications (e.g., habitat monitoring [35]) of sensor networks do prefer less human intervention in the inner part of the networks in order to reduce the disturbance effects. A joint strategy depends heavily on the shape of the network region, but the idea of exploiting redundant energy capacity always applies. 
v. SIMULATloNS
In this section, we provide simulation results for the strategies presented in Section I11 and TV, including the static base station, the mobile base station, and the joint mobility and routing. We also compare these results with their corresponding analytical results. We perform simulations with a high level simulator programmed in MATLAB@, which ignores the MAC effects.
Our simulation set-ups consist of about 800 nodes deployed within a circle of R = 10 units. The nodes are randomly scattered as a Poisson process with density p = X/w. Each node has a transmission range of T = 1 unit. We also normalize X (data rate), E (energy consumption for a data unit), and T (simulation time) to 1. For strategies with a mobile base station, we always consider a discrete (in the sense of both space and time) mobility trajectory for the base station. So if a mobility trajectory consists of m steps. the base station spends l / m time for each step. We also assume that the base station only stays at sensor locations in order to keep the network connectivity independent of the positions of the base station; this results in an actual mobility trajectory that does not exactly foIlow the defined trajectory (e.g., a circle). We emulate the effect of load-balanced routing by randomizing ai1 link weights before searching a routing path; this scheme distributes the traffic forwarding load from other nodes among a set of neighboring nodes. For each strategy, we perform 10 simulations with different node deployments.
A. Static w. Mobile
We perform simulations for the two strategies analyzed in Section 111. A static base station is located at the node whose distance to the network center is the smallest, and a mobile base station stays at each node for a time period of 1/INI (remember that we have IN1 % 800 nodes in a network). of the center for every other nodes. In spite of these errors, the overall approximation is valid. load distribution for one of the network configurations. One can easily see the similarity between these plots and Fig. 4 and 6. The unusual spikes appearing in Fig. ll(b) (compared with Fig. 6 ) are due to three facts: (i) the network topology is not regular, (ii) the movement of the base station is not continuous, and (iii) the emulation of load-balanced routing is not perfect. However, the gain in lifetime is still quite obvious even with these spikes. Since the maximum load taken by a -node is reduced by about 60%. the lifetime is increased by about 350%.
Optiniitm Mobility with Short Path Roltfij1g
We evaluate different mobility strategies (under the condition of short path routing) in this section. We make a comparison between three strategies: (i) movement on a concentric circle of radius R,, = 5, (ii) identical frequency movement in the network (the one described in Section 111 Comparison bztween different mobility strategies (confidence
C+ Joint Mobilily and Roicting
In this section, we provide simulation results for the joint strategy proposed in Section IV-B. The results plotted in Fig. 14 show that the joint strategy indeed reduces the maximum load in the network section within the mobility trajectory, at the cost of an increased load in the network section outside the mobility trajectory. The maximum load of the two network sections becomes equal when Rm = 9, which gives us the best choice of the joint strategy. The joint strategy further reduces the network load by about 10% compared with the optimum mobility strategy (Rm = 10). As a result. the overall improvement of the network lifetime, compared with the case of static base station (Fig. 12) , reaches about 500%. [lo] , [ill, 1121) are usually closely correlated [ll] . They both manipulate the network topology by exploiting the nodes' ability to adjust their transmission power dynamically; the goal is to maintain network connectivity while reducing energy consumption and improving network capacity. AIthough these proposals are somewhat orthogonal to the idea we present in this paper, they are all potentially complementary to our idea.
Base station mobility has also been exploited to extend the network lifetime [l5]. [16] , but in a form of mobile relay approach (an idea originally described in [37] ), which can lead to significant delays of data delivery. Also, their proposals leverage only on uncontrollable (although predictable for [ 161) mobility of the base station. The [28] in that we do not apply the mobile relay approach; as a result, the moving speed, which is crucial in their cases due to its impact on latency, is not essential any more to our solution. Finally. it is also important to note that the mobility of network nodes can facilitate sensor deployment
[3X], reduce sensing uncertainty 1393, and act as a network control primitive to improve communication performance in ad hoc networks [40] .
In terms of the model we have used, two papers should be mentioned. Pham our analysis. Let us consider two fixed points B and n (which refer to the base station and an arbiuary node in our case). Ganjali and Keshavarzian observe that the set of nodes used by routing paths between any two nodes approximately lie in a rectangle of width 2w. They suggest that the locus of a node z whose routing path towards B goes through n should meet two conditions if lzBl 2 w: fi) the distance from n to the line segment z B should be less than tu. and (ii) the projection of point n on z B should lie between 5 and B. These two criteria indicate that the locus of z is the area SI in Fig. 15(a) . In our case. we only assume single-path routing, so it is intuitively correct to set w = T . Actually, it is only in the worst case that n should forward all traffic flows from 5'1. Since we apply an ideal load-balanced routing. the load will be shared among nodes in 5'2. i.e.. nodes within this one-hop belt have the same -probability to be chosen as forwarding nodes. As a result. load, is in proportion to (SI+S~)/S~ (remember that nodes in S; have to forward their own data traffic). Directly calculating the area of S2 leads to a very complex expression, but the area can be approximated by nr2/2, as suggested in Fig. 15(a) . When lnBl < r. [25] concludes that the locus of z consists of the intersection of a half plane and the network region. This result. however. does not apply to our average load computation. For average load evaluation, it is easy to see that nodes (including n ) within the transmission range r of B share the load of forwarding traffic flows from all nodes in the networks, as shown in Fig. 15(b) , again due to ow assumption of an ideal load-balanced routing.
MODELING

APPENDIX 11
MODELING THE LOAD OF SENSOR NODES: THE CASE OF A MOBILE B A S E STATION
For the case of a mobile base station, it is very hard to obtain a closed form expression for load, if we continue using the model in Appendix I. The reason is that the angle ,8 in Fig, 16(a) Sz)/S2 on average for an arbitrary n has the same complexity as calculating the load,. Fortunately, s is computable when n lies on the center, as shown in Fig. 16(b) . Also, it is observed that the area of S3 depends mostly on its height, i.e., lnAl in both Fig. 16(a) and (b) 
